a Cheapass Game for 3-8 Players
Components:

Springtime. Midnight. The Mall is beckoning.
Welcome to LeGrand Mall, the oldest and most
poorly secured shopping mall in the world. It’s
as leakproof as the Titanic and as solid as a wet
paper bag. This place just begs to be robbed.
Enter you. And your infantile collection of
friends.
It’s not enough to simply loot this mall. You have
to do it with “flair.” Which boils down to an allnight looting race with shopping carts, flashlights, and guns.
So park your car, dash into the mall, and load up
your little red wagon. You can snitch stuff out of
the stores if you like, but it’s even more fun to
steal it from your friends.

Aside from the board, you can assemble these components
from ordinary things you already own. Hooray!
Game Board,
Two Poker Decks with jokers,
Two 6-sided dice,
Two Pawns for each player (shopper and car),
A way to keep score.
The Pawns: Because they will spend some time on their
sides, you want pawns that can lie down without rolling
away. Aside from that, your pawns can be anything.
The Board: The game board is 11 x 17 and is available as a
single PDF file. You can print the board using a large-format
printer at your local copy shop, shrink it to a single page for
a handy travel size board, or use Acrobat’s tiling function to
print the file as multiple pages. Or you can simply use the
board design as a blueprint, and make your own board out
of carved wood or Lego blocks. You would not be the first.

This explains the guns.
This is the “classic” edition of Spree, which combines the original
Phil Foglio artwork with the “Hong Kong” extra-violence rules
from the short-lived Hong Kong edition.
It’s a simple race through a shopping mall, with plenty of
mayhem, violence, and hilarity, plus just enough luck and strategy to make everybody happy.
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This Cheapass Game is free. That’s right, free. You can print it, copy it, and share it with
your friends. Obviously, if you like it, we’d appreciate a dollar or two in return. We think
this is the best way to get great games into your hands, so please help us make it work.

Yes! I gave Cheapass Games $_________ for this game!
To learn more, read the last page of this document, or visit www.cheapass.com.

More About the Board:
The Spree! board represents LeGrand Mall, that easilyrobbed repository of consumer goods you’ve been hearing
about. The darker squares are shops, the lighter squares are
open space. The outer ring is the parking lot, and the cars in
the parking lot represent parking spots. The thick black
lines are walls.
In the center is a two-square “fountain.” You can’t move
through this space, but you can shoot through it. It’s sort of
a semi-wall.
The Game in Brief:

On Your Turn:

Players run around the mall, grabbing stuff from the shops
and also from each other. To keep your stuff safe, you need
to take it to your car.
The winner is the first player to lock enough stuff in
their car. For a good target score, based on the number of
players, check the table on the back page.

At both the beginning and at the end of your turn, you draw
your hand up to five cards.
You can perform three basic actions on your turn:
Moving, Shopping, and Shooting. There are also some
special actions, like stealing other peoples’ stuff and stashing your loot in your car, and there are some special cards
that do special stuff. All will be made plain below.

To Begin:
Shuffle the two poker decks together. The backs of these
decks don’t really need to match, but it helps.
Leave the jokers in the decks. You can even use extra
Jokers if you have them.
Deal a hand of five cards to each player. Put the deck
where everyone can reach it, with space for discards beside
it. When the deck runs out, you will shuffle the discards and
replace the deck.
Roll two dice to see who will park first. Starting with that
player and moving to the right (counterclockwise), players
take turns parking their cars in the parking spaces around
the mall. The parking spaces are the 12 spots with cars.
Both pawns, your shopper and your car, start in your
parking spot. You can’t park in an occupied space, in case
that wasn’t obvious.
Look at your starting hand when deciding where to park.
It will help to park close to the cards in your hand.
Normal play now begins with player who parked last, and
proceeds to the left from there.

Moving:
To move, roll both dice, and move as far as you like, up to
the number you rolled.
You don’t have to take the entire roll; you can stop at any
time.
You can only move orthogonally (not diagonally) and you
can’t move through walls. You also can’t move through the
fountain.
You can move freely through other players, and through
cars, and you can stop on the same spot with another player
(or car).
The one thing you can’t do is double back. This means
going from one square to another, and then immediately
back. For example, moving from the Jc to the 9c and back to
the Jc in two steps. You may pass through the same space
multiple times in the same move, you just can’t do it right
away. This rule will hardly ever affect you, but it means that
when you move into a dead end (the Aces, Kings, and
Queens), you have to stop moving.
Shopping:
Your hand is your shopping list. To play a card from your
hand, you must move through a store that sells it (i.e. a
space marked with that card), and then play the card on the
table in front of you. Cards on the table are in your “shopping cart.”
You can play cards into your shopping cart at any point
along your move, including the squares where you start and
stop. You will often play several cards on the same turn.
If you have both cards of exactly the same rank and suit,
you can play them together; you don’t have to walk over the
same space twice.
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Robbing Others:
Shops aren’t the only place to get stuff. You can steal cards
from other people’s shopping carts, just by moving over
them and playing the right cards. It’s a little like shopping,
but not exactly.
• You only need to match the rank of the card you’re
stealing, not the suit. For example, any 5 can steal a 5h.
• The card you play is discarded, but the cards you steal go
into your cart.
• Just one card is enough to steal every card of the same
rank. In other words, if your victim has three Jacks, you can
play just one Jack and steal them all.
• You can play as many steals as you want at the moment
you walk over your victim, but you must play them one at a
time, giving your victim the chance to Ace each one
(described below).

If You Hit Someone: If you hit your target, lay the victim’s
pawn over. This is significant, because if a player’s pawn is
lying down, that player can’t be shot at, and also can’t play
any cards. The first rule keeps a shooting rampage from
lasting forever; the second rule keeps downed players from
playing Aces while they are being robbed.
When you shoot someone, you take an extra turn. This
gives you ample opportunity to rob your target, do some
more shopping, or even go shoot someone else!
Players who are lying down will stand back up at the
beginning of their next turn.
If You Miss: If you shoot at another player and miss, you
fall over. You’ll stand back up on your next turn.
As mentioned above nothing can help you if you miss.
You can’t play an Ace to make your shot successful.
A Shooting Example:
Let’s say Brad is shooting at Janet. Janet is two steps
away from Brad, i.e., there is one open space between them.
If Brad rolls a 1 or a 2, he will miss, and fall over. If he rolls
a 3, he will hit Janet exactly, and knock her over. If he rolls
a higher number, he will push Janet backward, either to the
end of his shot, or into an obstacle.
Janet could play an Ace to foil Brad’s shot, if she has one.
She doesn’t have to do this until after she sees his roll.
Special Cards:

Shooting:
You knew we’d get to the shooting part eventually. Shooting
incapacitates your enemies (yay) but it’s also useful because
a successful shot gives you another turn.
When you shoot someone, your victim must be in a
straight line of sight (orthogonal, not diagonal), and must
not be on the same square with you. You can shoot across
the fountain, and you can even shoot past other players and
cars, but you can’t shoot through walls.
To shoot, roll one die and start counting where you
stand. If you stop counting before you reach your target,
you miss, which means if you roll a 1 you’ll miss automatically.
If you stop counting exactly on the target, you hit it. If
you keep counting, you not only hit, but you push the target
backward until you stop counting, or until you reach a wall
(or the fountain, or the edge of the board).
If you hit, the player you hit falls over. If you miss, you
fall over. Players who are lying down can’t play cards.
Players stand up at the beginning of their next turn.
When you shoot someone, it ends your turn. You can’t do
anything else after shooting, except draw your hand back up
to five. However, if your shot is successful, you’ll take another turn right away.

10’s and 2’s: These cards can be played as Move-10 and
Move-2, respectively. Play them to move farther than the
number you’ve rolled.
Though it doesn’t usually matter, you do not have to play
move cards before you start moving. This means that you
can move to the end of your roll, think about it, play a 10,
finish that move, then play another one, and so on.
However, you still can’t double back, so playing a move card
after you move into a dead end won’t do you any good.
As with normal movement, you don’t have to take the
entire benefit of a Move card. In fact, it’s sometimes a good
idea to play 2’s just to get them out of your hand, even if you
don’t want to move any farther, because they take up precious hand space.
Aces: These can be played as “stop” cards. Stop cards make
certain other cards and actions fail, even on other players’
turns. You can use an Ace to:
• Stop someone from shopping. The card they played
is discarded instead.
• Stop someone from robbing another player’s cart
(like yours). The card they played is discarded.
• Stop a movement card from working.
• Stop a shot from hitting (see shooting, below).
• Stop another Ace from working.
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That last one is worth attention. If you “Ace” someone’s
Ace, then whatever they were trying to stop doesn’t stop.
And that might have been another Ace, and so on.
You can’t use an Ace to do either of the following things,
though we’re sure you’d like to:
• You can’t make your own shot succeed even though
you rolled too low to hit.
• You can’t stop a player from putting stuff in their car.

Winning the Game:
The first player to reach the target score wins the game.
Target scores vary with the number of players, and are given
in the chart below.
These scores are just suggestions, of course. Feel free to
adjust the game to whatever length you want!

Jokers: Jokers are wild cards; they can be anything you
want. You can use a Joker as an Ace, a movement card, or to
steal cards from someone else. The one thing you can’t do
with Jokers is shop. If you put one in your shopping cart, it’s
worth zero points.

Target Scores
If there are:
3 players
4 players
5 players
6 players
7 players
8 players

Scoring:
Once you’ve got a few cards in your shopping cart, you’ll
probably want to put them in your car, because this is how
you score points and win the game.
To score points for your shopping cart, move to your car,
discard the contents of your shopping cart, and record the
points. This ends your turn, so you can’t score and shoot on
the same turn.
Once in your car, your points are safe. Number cards are
worth their face value, Jacks are worth 11, Queens 12, and
Kings 13. Aces are worth 15. Jokers are worth zero.
Being at your car has special rules: you can’t shoot or be
shot from that space, you can’t play cards, and you can take
your next turn to move your car.
If you start a turn at your car, you can take a full turn to
drive your car to a different parking spot. You still draw
your hand back up to five, but you don’t do anything else on
that turn.

Play the Game to:
200 points
150 points
120 points
100 points
85 points
75 points

Strategy:
It’s up to you to decide how much stuff is safe to carry, but
just remember that the more loot you’ve got, the bigger a
target you become.
You can take several turns in a row if you shoot everybody. Of course, you’d better be prepared, because one of
them is bound to have an ace.
Beware of dead weight in your hand. You need to burn
through cards quickly, and that means clearing out those
hard-to-play sixes! It may also mean playing 2’s and even
10’s just to get them out of your hand, even if you don’t
need to move any farther.
It’s possible for several people to gang up on the leader,
but they really have to make a concerted effort. Your best
bet is to convince everyone else to gang up on the leader,
and then go for points yourself!
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Illustrated by Phil Foglio. Hong Kong Bunny by Toivo Rovainen.
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Free?
Seriously?
Tell me a little more about that.
Okay, here’s the deal. If I made a great game and sold
it to you for ten bucks, I’d probably keep about a dollar.
If I sold it to a big game company, they’d probably
make a nicer version for thirty bucks, and I’d still get
about a dollar.
The rest of your money would go to printers, distributors, retail stores, and freight companies. And most of
those guys don’t know anything about what makes a
great game.
Mass-producing entertainment is a gamble. It’s a convoluted way for creators to protect their intellectual
property, by selling it in a way that is prohibitively
expensive to counterfeit. And it’s getting a little old.
Why do you pay $30 for a board game? The story goes
like this: the retail price of a game covers the cost of
manufacturing it, and there is no way you could make
your own copy for that price, to say nothing of the
hassle of finding little wooden men in six colors. So,
it’s worth $30 because it costs $30, QED.
But the value in a board game isn’t the manufacturing
cost. It’s the play value. Unfortunately, this means that
some games are priced way out of whack with what
they are worth. And because the big gamble doesn’t
always work out, some of your money helps pay for the
stuff that goes straight to the dump.
I’ve decided to try a different gamble. I’m giving my
games away for free. This way, you can read the rules,
make a copy, and even play the thing, before you
decide what it’s worth.
If you do like my games, I hope you will send me some
money. But I’m also hoping you will share this experiment with your friends. You are my sales force, my
marketing department, my demo team.
You’re also my testers, so if you can think of ways to
improve my games, please share them with me. I’m
easy to find at big gaming conventions, and even easier online. Look for Cheapass Games on Facebook, or
drop me a line at cheapassjames@gmail.com.
If we do this right, we will get famous and do shaving
ads. But more importantly, we will prove that there is
a better way for a creator to profit from his work.
And nothing has to go to the dump.

Our Creative Commons Agreement
Summary: This work is licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution - Non Commercial - NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License.
To view a copy of this license, visit:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite
300, San Francisco, California, 94105, USA.
This agreement means...
You are free:
To Share — to copy, distribute and transmit the work (in
this case, the electronic files that comprise the work).
Under the following conditions:
Attribution — You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the licensor (but not in any way that suggests
that they endorse you or your use of the work). In this case,
“Spree! is © and ™ 1997, 2011 James Ernest and Cheapass Games: www.cheapass.com.”
Noncommercial — You may not use this work for commercial purposes.
No Derivative Works — You may not alter, transform, or
build upon this work.
With the understanding that:
Waiver — Any of the above conditions can be waived if you
get permission from the copyright holder. (For example, a license
to manufacture, or approval to distribute a new set of rules or
graphics, can be obtained under a separate agreement.)
Public Domain — Where the work or any of its elements
is in the public domain under applicable law, that status is in no
way affected by the license.
Other Rights — In no way are any of the following rights
affected by the license:
• Your fair dealing or fair use rights, or other applicable
copyright exceptions and limitations;
• The author’s moral rights;
• Rights other persons may have either in the work itself or
in how the work is used, such as publicity or privacy rights.
Notice — For any reuse or distribution, you must make
clear to others the license terms of this work. That means
including all pages of this document, unaltered.

How to Make Your Spree! Board:

Hong Kong Rules:

Making your own board for Spree! is simple. So simple, in
fact, that there are lots of ways to do it. If you’re an expert, you
can ignore these hints and do it however you like.

So far, you’ve only read the rules for the basic game. In the
Hong Kong edition, we introduced a bunch of extra violence
rules that we’d barely tested. Here they are!

Some History:

Power Shots: Your shots go one space farther. Basically,
you add 1 to your roll. That means, among other things, that
1’s don’t always miss.

Cheapass game boards were originally produced as segments: we took a large page (in this case, 11 x 17) and cut it
into pieces that would fit into our envelopes and boxes.
In the case of Spree!, this meant that the original board
shipped as four sections, which had to be taped, glued, or
held together with patience.
We felt this technique was better than folding, rolling,
or packaging the boards in a very flat 0.25 x 18 x 23 box.
But the free version of Spree! comes as handy, portable
electrons, and so it’s up to you to make a game board out of
them.
Method 1: Large Format Printing
Your office laser printer or local copy shop can probably
handle color output on the scale of 11 x 17. The copy shop
can also probably laminate it, which adds a nice thickness
and waterproofness, but might make the board harder to
fold up and store.
Method 2: Travel Version
It’s not so terrible to reduce the board by 64% and print
it on a single sheet of 8.5 x 11 paper. Despite taking up much
less space, the game is perfectly playable at this size.
In this case, you can make a more durable board by
printing the artwork on a full-sheet mailing label, and affixing it to a stiff piece of cardboard.
Covering the board with a clear sheet of contact paper
will protect it even more.

The Fountain: Shooting people pushes them through the
fountain. If they would stop right inside the fountain, they
keep going to the other side.
Moving Cars: Your car is now a weapon, so there are some
new rules for moving it. You still end your turn if you get
into your car; you also end your turn by getting out of your
car after you move it. However, you now need to roll dice to
drive between parking spaces, just like a normal move.
The reason for the car movement rules is so that you
can now shoot people from your car, and be shot while in it.
You can also run people over, if you’re lucky.
Auto Etiquette: You can’t get out of your car until it’s
parked. And you can only drive in the parking lot and the
open spaces (not in the shops).
Running People Over: If you run over someone in your
car, they fall over, just as if they were shot. (They can’t Ace
this.) You can also shoot people from your car, and if you hit
your target, you get an extra turn.
Now, there’s a little problem with this. You can’t steal
stuff from people you’re running over, because you’re in the
car. Instead, all the stuff in their cart is spilled all over the
ground when you hit them, and is immediately discarded.
Which is even better, if you think about it.... unless you
wanted the game to ever end.

Method 3: Tiled Version
You can print your artwork in tiled sections, by selecting the “Tile all pages” option in Acrobat. This will create
board segments similar to what Cheapass Games used to
produce, except that you will have to trim them so that they
can be reassembled into a single board.
In the case of Spree!, this can probably be done with just
two sections. If you were going to fold the board in half anyway, this just saved you the step of cutting it.
Method 4: Blueprint
You can take the basic measurements from the board
artwork and make your own board using whatever materials you like. Send us photos of your cool designs and we’ll
briefly consider posting them on our Facebook page!
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